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ABSTRACT
Block-based programming environments are widely used in computer science education. However, these environments pose significant challenges for student modeling. Given a series of problemsolving actions taken by students in block-based programming environments, student models need to accurately infer problem-solving
students’ programming abilities in real time to enable adaptive
feedback and hints that are tailored to students’ abilities. While
student models for block-based programming offer the potential
to support student-adaptivity, creating student models for these
environments is challenging because students can develop a broad
range of solutions to a given programming activity. To address
these challenges, we introduce a progression trajectory-based student modeling framework for modeling novice student block-based
programming across multiple learning activities. Student trajectories utilize a time series representation that employs code analysis
to incrementally compare student programs to expert solutions
as students undertake block-based programming activities. This
paper reports on a study in which progression trajectories were
collected from more than 100 undergraduate students engaging in
a series of block-based programming activities in an introductory
computer science course. Using progression trajectory-based student modeling, we identified three distinct trajectory classes: Early
Quitting, High Persistence, and Efficient Completion. Analysis of
these trajectories revealed that they exhibit significantly different
characteristics with respect to students’ actions and can be used to
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accurately predict students’ programming behaviors on future programming activities compared to competing baseline models. The
findings suggest that progression trajectory-based student models
can accurately model students’ block-based programming problem solving and hold potential for informing adaptive support in
block-based programming environments.
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INTRODUCTION

Introductory computer science courses can be challenging for
novice students who have limited or no prior programming experience, resulting in high failure and attrition rates [2]. An important
ability that students must develop is computational thinking, a
complex mental process that involves logically formulating and
solving problems [58]. In addition to computational thinking, traditional text-based programming courses also teach students about
language-specific syntax and structure. Novice students typically
struggle with programming language syntax and structure, which
results in a steep learning curve in their introductory courses [55].
To ease the learning process, block-based programming languages
such as Scratch [46], Snap! [14] and Blockly [13] are frequently
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used in introductory computer science courses [29], eliminating
many of the common syntactic, language-specific challenges. These
visual, block-based languages can reduce students’ cognitive load
while increasing their engagement in the learning process [41, 56].
However, even with the use of block-based programming languages,
students still struggle in introductory classes [30, 42].
Informing student-adaptive support in the form of tailored advice, guidance, hints, and feedback for block-based programming
calls for the creation of student models that can accurately analyze student problem solving in block-based programming environments. Programming tasks are typically iterative in nature where
programmers progress through the phase of planning, writing, testing, and revising their code. To better understand this iterative
process, researchers have studied programming trajectories, which
represent the incremental code changes in a programming activity.
To understand such programming trajectories, several code analysis methods have been used [9, 34, 53], to provide better support
to students [7, 42, 48, 57], develop automatic grading [8, 54], or
predict learning performance [11, 53, 54]. Some studies also found
patterns in students’ programming trajectories that can be used
to identify learning behaviors [12, 22, 39]. However, limited work
has investigated students’ programming trajectory patterns across
multiple programming activities to enable early prediction of their
learning behavior in future programming activities.
In this work, we introduce progression trajectory-based student
models that utilize a time series representation employing code
analysis to incrementally analyze student programs as students create them. We explore progression trajectory-based student models
for the programming trajectories of 149 undergraduate students
in an introductory computer science course using a block-based
programming environment across five programming activities. We
investigate the following three research questions (RQs):
• RQ1: Are there distinct patterns in student’s block-based
progression trajectories?
• RQ2: Are these patterns associated with meaningful differences in programming behaviors and learning outcomes?
• RQ3: Are these patterns predictive of students’ future programming behavior (i.e., progression trajectory)?

To answer RQ1, we analyzed a total of 745 progression trajectories across five different programming activities using time seriesbased clustering. The analyses revealed that there are three distinct
clusters in students’ progression trajectories. To understand how
these clusters differ from one another (RQ2), we used different
response variables across the clusters and found that the clusters
exhibit significantly different characteristics across programming
activity completion, hint requests, and activity restarts. We also
found that students primarily associated with a particular cluster
across multiple programming activities have significantly different
pre- and post-test scores than students associated with other clusters. To answer RQ3, we trained several predictive classifiers using
features collected from student programming trajectories and event
logs. The prediction results showed that the models can accurately
predict whether a student will change their behavior (i.e., transition
to a different cluster) in subsequent programming activities.
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2

RELATED WORK

Recent years have seen increasing adoption of block-based programming environments in introductory computer science courses.
However, limited work has investigated student models that infer
student programming competences from student behaviors in blockbased programming environments. Price et al. created iSnap [43], a
block-based programming environment that can generate adaptive
contextual hints using students’ programming behavior. Further
studies showed that such hints can lead to positive learning outcome
in undergraduate-level introductory programming courses [42] and
to better help-seeking behavior as well as reduction of hint abuse
[44]. Specific hint types have also been studied. For example, Zhi et
al., found that worked examples reduce cognitive load but do not
result in significant learning gains [59]. Several other studies with
students in MOOCs showed the efficacy of data-driven approaches
to provide effective feedback to students [19, 28, 31, 36]. Despite
these advances, a recent study comparing machine-generated feedback to human-authored feedback showed that students develop
a better conceptual understanding of programming concepts and
perform better in class when assisted by human-authored feedback
[25].
Student modeling can provide insight into students’ future learning behaviors and performance. For example, Emerson et al. showed
that Bayesian hierarchical student models can account for individual student differences and successfully predict students’ posttest programming performance [9]. Other work has used Bayesian
student models to identify concepts that are difficult for students
[47] and to predict mastery learning [38, 53]. Machine learning
approaches were found to be effective in modeling students’ competencies and goals in game-based learning environments using game
trace data [23, 32, 33]. Multimodal data streams have also been used
to model students’ performance and affective states [18, 27]. BarriaPineda et al. designed open learner-based student modeling to
visually inform students about their conceptual knowledge level on
topics and found that students make more informed decisions when
navigating through the programming activities while increasing
their overall learning performance [1]. Another study by Troiano
et al. clustered the developments of programming concepts among
K-12 students in Scratch using automated metric-based assessments
and found four groups of progressions: quick-then-steady, steadyall-the-way, slow-and-still-developing, no-improvement-necessary
[52]. In our work, we have modeled students’ progress towards
solutions using their block-based programs to find and predict their
progress patterns in future activities.
Modeling students in open-ended programming activities is critical as there are often multiple paths to a solution, and program
accuracy alone does not reveal students’ learning behavior [17]. An
empirical study by Hosseini et al. showed that intermediate programming steps can be used to effectively induce student models
and can be useful for providing improved feedback to students [20].
The authors analyzed the interaction logs of JavaParser and found
that there is a strong association between conceptual change (i.e.,
start with a small program and gradually add new programming
concepts) and the correctness of the program. A similar association
between programming concepts and performance has been found
by using programming trajectories [4, 40]. In another empirical
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the Prime environment.
study, Blikstein found three patterns of programming behaviors
among students, namely copy-paste, self-sufficient, and a combination of both [3]. A recent study by Estey et al. found that intermediate programming steps can successfully identify struggling
students [12]. To understand how a student changes their programming pattern in a programming activity, Glassman et al. used a
clustering technique to visualize students’ behaviors [15].
Much prior work has used edit distance-based code embeddings to investigate students’ programming behaviors. For example, Paaßen et al. generated adaptive hints in student programs
using their edit distance to expert solutions to predict future behaviors of students in block-based programming activities [35]. A
similar approach has been used in other work [48] to investigate
programming patterns. Emerson et al. clustered student programs
to identify common misconceptions among students in block-based
programming activities [10]. Another clustering study by Perkins
et al. identified three kinds of novice programmers: stoppers, movers,
and tinkerers. As the cluster names suggest, stoppers give little effort
after they reach a difficult point, whereas movers gradually work towards a solution, and tinkerers iterate frequently with the program
[39]. Similar types of clusters have also been identified in an analysis
of program syntax errors [21] and learning behaviors in an intelligent logic tutor [30]. Jiang et al. conducted a hierarchical clustering
of programming trajectories in a block-based programming environment and found four different clusters for a single programming
activity, namely: quitters, approachers, knowers, and solvers [22].
Their analysis suggests that both quitters and approachers struggled
to solve the given programming activity but have different paths
while failing. A more recent study found five different clusters of
hint usage when looking across several programming activities of
students in a block-based programming environment [57], all of
which have different help-seeking behaviors. For example, students
with prior programming knowledge only requested hints at the
very end of each programming activity, whereas students with no
prior knowledge asked for hints uniformly. However, there has
been limited work on student modeling for students’ programming
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trajectories across multiple programming activities to predict their
progress.
In this work, we present a student modeling approach based on
students’ progression trajectories using intermediate block-based
programs on multiple programming activities by iteratively calculating edit distances between their intermediate code states and
expert solutions. Using time series clustering, we find meaningful
patterns in student progression trajectories that are predictive of
future programming behavior.

3

METHODS

We investigate progression trajectory-based student modeling in
the context of introductory college-level computer science with
a focus on block-based programming for non-majors. We use interaction data collected from undergraduates interacting with a
block-based programming environment during the first few weeks
of an introductory programming course.

3.1

Prime Learning Environment

Prime is an adaptive learning environment that leverages Google’s
block-based programming framework, Blockly [13]. The adaptive
learning environment includes twenty programming activities, each
designed to reinforce the skills learned from previous programming
activities. Students are encouraged to complete activities in increasing order, but they can skip ahead and come back later to attempt
or practice again. The programming activities are organized into
three units with the following computer science competencies: 1)
input/output, numeric data types, expressions, variables, and iteration; 2) abstraction, functions, and parameters; and 3) Boolean
data types, conditionals, indefinite iteration, and debugging. Students are encouraged to use the learning environment both during
class, as well as for self-practice, lab, and homework assignments.
The curriculum of Prime was designed based on the introductory
programming courses taught in top-rated undergraduate computer
science programs in the United States [51].
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Table 1: Short descriptions of each programming activity
Programming
Activity

New Concepts Introduced

Short Description

3
4
5
6
7

Variable, Math Expression
Input
Logical
Loop
Logical

Print the sum of two numbers using variables
Take two numbers from user and print the sum
Take five numbers from user using two variables only and print the sum
Complete Programming Activity 5 using a for loop
Create a counter that countdown to 0

To support students during their programming activities, the
primary interface of the environment consists of a Program panel,
a Console panel, a Feedback panel, and an Instruction panel (Figure
1). The Program panel consists of a toolbox of Blockly program
blocks that can be drag-and-dropped to the coding workspace. The
toolbox categorizes the blocks by type. The categories of blocks
are incrementally populated to reduce the cognitive complexity of
tasks [45] and to increase the interface usability [49].
The default workspace contains an unremovable Start block that
serves as an entry point. The Console panel contains a Run button
to run the program connected to the Start block. The output is
printed on the Console panel each time the Run button is pressed.
The input console is also shown in the Console panel when needed.
The Instruction panel contains step-by-step instructions for each
programming activity and is fairly common in intelligent tutoring
systems for computer science education [6]. The Feedback panel
provides a “Get Hint” button that enables students to request textual
hints, which are suggestions to make small changes to the program
towards a solution.

3.2

Study Design

We collected student programming interaction data on block-based
programming activities at a large public university in the United
States during two semesters (fall 2019 and spring 2020). The study
was IRB-approved for an introductory engineering course, in which
students received extra credit for completing the programming activities. As the learning environment was accessible online, transitioning to remote learning was straightforward when the pandemic
began in spring 2020. The study focused on five programming activities from Unit 1 (Programming Activities 3 through 7) that teaches
students the concept of variables, input/output and loops (Table
1). We focused on these programming activities because they are
sufficiently challenging (62% average completion rate) while ensuring maximum participants. We did not use the first two activities
(Programming Activities 1 and 2), as they serve as an introduction
to the programming environment and have a very high completion
rate (99% and 87% respectively). Although Programming Activity 3
also has a significantly high competition rate (83%), we included
this programming activity in the study to facilitate early prediction
of Programming Activity 4.
A total of 407 students participated in the study, of which 156
students attempted all five programming activities in Unit 1 (Programming Activities 3 through 7). Among these 156 students, 149
students also completed both pre-test and post-test surveys to assess their computer science competencies. The study focuses on
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these 149 participants having an average age of 19.1 (SD=2.2), with
74% reporting as male and 26% as female. Approximately 90% of
the students were non-computer science engineering majors. A
total of 62% of these students reported their race as White, 16%
as Asian, 9% as African American, 6% as Hispanic, 2% as Native
American, and 4% as Other. The 149 students attempted a total of
745 programming activities (one student per activity for Programming Activities 3 through 7) of which 459 (62%) were successfully
completed. Among these five programming activities, the median
value of successful programming activity completion per student is
3 (M=3.08, SD=1.57, min=0, max=5).

3.3

Dataset

The data was collected from student interaction logs with the learning environment. The data consists of workspace snapshots captured with an XML representation of student programs of each new
change made in the code and 16 system-level user actions, including
program runs and user input. The workspace snapshots represent
the current block-based program for a particular programming activity. The environment automatically takes workspace snapshots
every 30 seconds or if certain actions are taken, such as running or
saving the program. We removed repeated snapshots of the same
workspace to limit redundancy. As this is a browser-based environment, the calculation of elapsed time is challenging because
students sometimes leave their browser open for extended periods
of time without making any changes to the workspace. To correct
for such cases, we replaced any time gaps of more than five minutes
between two consecutive workspace snapshots with the median
value (29.96 seconds) of consecutive time gaps between snapshots.
The five-minute threshold was selected based on the third quartile
value of time gap between two consecutive workspace snapshots.
The final dataset contains a total of 745 trajectories, one for each
student-activity pair, having a median length of 10 snapshots per
programming activity (M=19.62, SD=29.95). The time spent on each
programming activity on average is 508.98 seconds (SD=850.38)
with a median value of 216.05 seconds.
The dataset also uses students’ pre-test and post-test survey before and after interacting with the learning environment to measure
their computer science competencies. These multiple-choice based
assessments were validated by three content area experts, having
0.88 Cronbach’s alpha for pre-test and 0.90 Cronbach’s alpha for
post-test. Among these 149 students, the median value of the pretest score was 58.33 (M=57.5, SD=22.6, min=12.5, max=100) and the
median value of their post-test score was 66.7 (M=61.5, SD=23.9,
min=4.2, max=100).
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Figure 2: Ten randomly sampled progression trajectories for each of the three clusters. The x-axis is the time in seconds and
the y-axis is the similarity percentage between an expert solution and the current workspace (higher is better).

4

RESULTS

We describe findings on the time series-based progression trajectory
clustering and early predictions. We first introduce the progression trajectory-based student modeling and then discusses the time
series-based clusters we have found. We then investigate and characterize each of the clusters based on multiple attributes. Finally,
we evaluate two early prediction-based modeling tasks that can be
used to predict students’ future programming behaviors.

4.1

Progression Trajectory Patterns

To generate the progression trajectory of a programming activity attempt, we calculated the similarity percentage between workspace
snapshots and an expert authored solution for that activity. Each
workspace snapshot represents one block-based programming code
state whereas the expert-authored solution is the final workspace
snapshot of the solution to a particular programming activity. The
expert-authored solutions were based on the block-based programming best practices such as minimizing the number of steps towards
each solution. To calculate the similarity percentage, we first converted the student’s workspace snapshots and the expert solution
into Python code. Then, using the program’s abstract syntax tree
(AST), we calculated the edit distance using Damerau–Levenshtein
[5] distance between the workspace and the expert solution. The
Damerau–Levenshtein distance is calculated by the minimum number of operations (insert, delete, substitute, transpose) needed to
convert one string to another string. Finally, the edit distance was
converted to a percentage to calculate the similarity between the
current workspace and the expert solution. For converting Python
codes to ASTs and calculating the similarity percentages, we used
the pyastsim package.1 We used the edit distance to calculate similarity because the majority of the programming activities and
their corresponding Python code are relatively simple. Similar approaches have been effectively utilized in prior studies to observe
students’ progression through individual programming activities
[22].
As there can be many correct solutions to most programming
activities, some students who correctly completed a programming
activity may not have 100% similarity with the expert solution. To
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ensure these snapshots were treated as correct, we updated their
final similarity score to 100% for all the programming activities that
were completed successfully. We also removed any change made
in their workspace after reaching 100% similarity to focus on their
first correct solution.
We clustered the progression trajectories using k-means clustering. As the progression trajectories are time series data with
varying lengths and shapes, using generic distance measures will
not reflect the true distance between two trajectories. Thus, we
used the dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm to calculate the
distance between trajectories. DTW is a dynamic programming
approach where a distance or cost function (typically Euclidean
distance) is minimized by finding an optimal alignment. This can
be done by rearranging and/or repeating sequence points of two
sequential trajectories [50].
The distortion elbow is often used as a data-driven approach for
finding the optimal number of clusters in a dataset [24]. Thus, to
find the optimal value of k, we calculate the distortion elbow using
the average DTW distance from the closest cluster center. Visually
inspecting the "elbow" (the inflection point of the curve), we chose
3 as the optimal number of clusters of progression trajectories. We
name these clusters Early Quitting (EQ), High Persistence (HP), and
Efficient Completion (EC). Ten randomly sampled progression trajectories from each cluster are shown in Figure 2. Note that each line
represents one student-activity pair and one student’s progression
trajectories for different programming activities could be assigned
to different clusters. With regard to the RQ1, we found three distinct
time-series clusters: Early Quitting (EQ), High Persistence (HP), and
Efficient Completion (EC) in students’ progression trajectories.
As show in Figure 2, all three clusters have distinct progression
trajectories. For example, progression trajectories in the HP cluster
spend a large amount of time (M=1756.69 seconds, SD=1514.82)
and change their similarity percentage frequently, whereas progression trajectories in the EQ cluster do not make as much progress
within their shorter period of time in the programming activity
(M=195.56 seconds, SD=358.59), and progression trajectories in
the EC cluster quickly make progress towards the solution like an
1 https://pypi.org/project/pyastsim/
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Figure 3: Number of progression trajectories that completed and did not complete each programming activity for cluster EQ,
HP, and EC (from left to right)
expert (M=319.53 seconds, SD=371.10). The EC cluster has almost
twice as many student-activity pairs (473) than the HP cluster and
the EQ cluster combined (108 and 164 respectively). This is reasonable, as the programming activities (e.g., Programming Activities 3
and 4) are introductory and short, and many students were able to
make progress through them quickly (as seen by the EC cluster).

4.2

Analyzing Clusters

The three clusters that separate students’ progression trajectories
into different groups have distinct properties. For example, the
EQ cluster could be characterized as lack of persistence/quick-todropout, which might indicate the student is stuck or unsure how to
begin solving the programming activity, while the EC cluster might
indicate high prior knowledge. A deeper analysis of the impact of
different characteristics on each individual cluster is detailed below.
First, we investigated the overall performance of each cluster
based on successfully completing each programming activity. Figure
3 shows that the EQ cluster has a higher number of programming
activities with incomplete count; thus, a progression trajectory that
belongs to the EQ cluster is most likely to leave the programming
activity unfinished. The HP cluster has an almost equal number of
completed vs. incomplete programming activity counts (52 vs. 56),
indicating that it is uncertain that a student will successfully complete the programming activity or not. The EC cluster has a higher
number of completions. Thus, progression trajectories assigned
to the EC cluster are more likely to finish successfully for a given
programming activity. Even though there are a small number of
incomplete programming activities in the EC cluster, these students
progressed through the programming activities fairly quickly and
were close to the expert solutions.
Next, we compared how these clusters are distributed across
programming activities. Figure 4 shows that early programming
activities have a higher number of progression trajectories that
belong to the EC cluster whereas the later programming activities
have an increased number of progression trajectories in the EQ
cluster. This is expected, as many students will make quick progress
through earlier programming activities due to their low difficulty
and the later programming activities have a higher rate of incompletion. Programming Activity 5 has the highest occurrences of the
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HP cluster, suggesting that students spend a significantly long time
in Programming Activity 5.
To examine the differences in student actions across clusters, we
investigated the frequency of requesting hints and restarting the
current programming activity from scratch. We also performed a
pairwise Tukey honestly significant difference test to verify statistically significant results. As shown in Figure 5, progression trajectories in the HP cluster requests significantly more hints (M=7.18,
SD=8.37, min=0, max=49) than those in the EQ cluster (M=0.81,
SD=1.78, min=0, max=10, p<0.001) and the EC cluster (M=1.11,
SD=2.63, min=0, max=22, p<0.001). This can be explained as progression trajectories in the HP cluster spend a significantly longer
time progressing through the programming activities (Figure 2).
Trajectories in the EQ cluster and the EC cluster either completes the
programming activity shortly or leaves the programming activity
unfinished without sufficient effort, so their low number of hint
requests are expected as well. It is also interesting to observe that
there is no significant difference between hint requests in the EQ
cluster and the EC cluster (p=0.650).
When progressing through a programming activity, students
sometimes remove all blocks from the workspace to start fresh.
We describe this behavior as a restart. To count the number of
restarts, we selected a threshold of 10%, meaning whenever similarity percentage falls below 10% and is then followed by an increase,
we categorize this as a single restart. Considering the number of
restarts in progression trajectories across clusters, the HP cluster
has the highest number of restarts (M=3.42, SD=2.86), whereas the
EQ cluster (M=0.37, SD=1.41) and the EC cluster (M=0.33, SD=0.67)
have significantly low numbers of restarts (p<0.001 for both). This
is also expected as trajectories in the HP cluster show significant
effort to finish a programming activity and thus restarts more frequently than other clusters. Progression trajectories that belong
to the EQ cluster tend to restart less frequently. This suggests that
students following these projection trajectories are less willing to
start again, leaving the programming activity unfinished. Moderate
numbers of restarts are seen in trajectories that belong to the EC
cluster, implying the tendency to start fresh when stuck.
To understand how these clusters are associated with prior
knowledge (i.e., pre-test) and overall performance (i.e., post-test) of
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Figure 4: Number of progression trajectories in each cluster for Programming Activity 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 (from left to right)
each student, we assigned each student to a student group based on
their majority association with a particular cluster across all five
programming activities. Students assigned to the same cluster in
three or more programming activities (out of five) are tagged as
having that cluster as a majority. Among 149 students, 98 belong
to Early Completion major (EC Major), 25 belong to Early Quitting
major (EQ Major), 6 belong to High Persistence major (HP Major),
and the remaining 20 have mixed clusters (Mixed) in their progression through the programming activities. Analysis of the pre-test
scores using Tukey honestly significant difference test (Figure 5)
shows no significant differences between HP Major, EQ Major,
and Mixed student groups. But EC Major groups have significantly
higher (p<0.001) pre-test scores (M=66.26, SD=18.81) than EQ Major
(M=33.05, SD=14.83) and Mixed (M=47.58, SD=23) student groups.
This is expected as students with higher prior knowledge should
progress through the programming activities more easily (early
completion) than others.
For the post-test scores, there is a significant difference between
HP Major and EQ Major (p=0.014), between EC Major and Mixed
(p=0.009), between EQ Major and EC Major (p<0.001), and between
EQ Major and Mixed (p=0.028) student groups. From this, it is
evident that students progressing through programming activities using specific progression trajectories have strong associations
with their post-test performance. The EC Major student group has a
higher post-test score (M=69.53, SD=21.46) than EQ Major student
groups (M=35.97, SD=16.08) and Mixed student groups (M=53.33,
SD=23.08) but have no significant difference with the HP Major
student group (M=64.58, SD=6.7). In other words, students whose
majority of the progression trajectories belong to the HP clusters
or the EC clusters have the highest post-test performance, suggesting significant learning outcomes for these two groups, whereas
the EQ Major student group has the lowest post-test performance
compared to the other groups. The Mixed student group, having

no major association with any particular progression trajectory
cluster, demonstrates moderate post-test performance with high
standard deviation.
A notable observation here is that EC Major students have almost
identical pre-test scores (M=66.26, SD=18.81) and post-test scores
(M=69.53, SD=21.46), suggesting no significant learning (paired t
test p=0.051) was observed. Same is also true for EQ Major students
(mean pre-test score of 33.05, mean post-test score of 35.97, paired
t test p=0.172). But the Mixed student group and the HP Major
student group have noteworthy differences (paired t test p=0.042
and p=0.029 respectively) between their pre-test and post-test score.
With regard to the second research question (RQ2), the analysis
shows that these three clusters have significantly different characteristics in programming activity completion, number of hint
requests, and number of restarts. Students majorly associated with
these clusters also show significantly different pre-test and post-test
scores.

4.3

Early Prediction of Next-Activity Cluster

Investigating the behavior of individual students across programming activities, we found that 34 (23%) students did not change
clusters across all five programming activities. Among 596 programming activity transitions (no transition going into Programming
Activity 3), 65% of transitions remained in the same cluster in consecutive programming activities. More granular details can be found
in Table 2
To understand how students transition between clusters across
all five programming activities, we conducted sequential pattern
mining using the prefixspan2 Python package on the clusters [16].
Table 3 depicts the five most frequent patterns when progressing through the programming activities. As we can see, 33 (22%)
students remained in the EC cluster across all five programming
2 https://pypi.org/project/prefixspan/
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Figure 5: The top row shows the number of Hint Requests (top-left) and the number of Restarts (top-right) across three clusters.
The bottom row shows the Pre-test (bottom-left) and Post-test (bottom-right) scores across all four student groups.
Table 2: Students remaining in the same cluster in consecutive programming activity

Table 3: Top five patterns of cluster change across all five
programming activities

Programming Activity Transition

Students with Same Cluster

Number of Students

Cluster Change from Activity 3 to 7

3 to 4
4 to 5
5 to 6
6 to 7
Total

107 (71.81%)
84 (56.38%)
97 (61.1%)
100 (67.11%)
388 (65.1%)

33 (22.15%)
12 (8.05%)
12 (8.05%)
8 (5.37%)
6 (4.03%)

EC -> EC -> EC -> EC -> EC
EC -> EC -> HP -> EC -> EC
EC -> EC -> EQ -> EQ -> EQ
EC -> EC -> EC -> EC -> EQ
EC -> EC -> HP -> EQ -> EQ

activities. Another 12 students started their progression trajectories
in the EC cluster and changed to EQ cluster after Programming Activity 4, implying that these students might have lost interest or lack
the prior knowledge to complete more challenging programming
activities. A total of 12 other students remain in the EC cluster and
only transitioned to the HP cluster once in Programming Activity
5. These students appeared to expend significant effort when first
faced with a difficult programming activity and learned to quickly
progress through the rest.
On average, two-thirds (65%) of the students do not change their
progression trajectory patterns (i.e., remain in the same cluster) in
consecutive programming activities. This is noteworthy and can
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be used to accurately predict the behavior of students in consecutive programming activities. To demonstrate this, we designed
two evaluations to do early prediction of students’ future behavior.
The first evaluation (TASK Cluster Change) was a binary classification task to predict if a student would change her progression
trajectory pattern in the next programming activity or not (binary
class). The second evaluation (TASK Next Cluster) was a multiclass classification task to predict the progression trajectory (i.e.,
cluster) of a student in the next programming activity. For both
of these evaluations, we trained four commonly used off-the-shelf
classifiers using scikit-learn [37]: random forests (RF), decision
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Table 4: (TASK Cluster Change) F1 weighted macro score for predicting if a student will change their current progression
trajectory cluster (binary) in the next programming activity
Programming Activity

Base Prev

Base Major

RF

DT

LR

SVC

3 to 4
4 to 5
5 to 6
6 to 7
All

60%
44%
65%
55%
58%

60%
41%
51%
54%
51%

81%
61%
74%
67%
71%

79%
60%
60%
65%
67%

84%
56%
70%
62%
69%

87%
61%
78%
70%
72%

trees (DT), logistic regression (LR), and support vector classification (SVC). We used a total of 30 features to train the models, which
included three sets of features: system log, prior performance, and
current activity progress. The system log features contain 16 event
logs, which are counts of the following actions: hint request, total
number of interactions with the environment, load last save, load
previous exercise code, next instruction, previous instruction, run code,
save workspace, change block, create block, delete block, move block,
number of toolbox interactions, create variable, delete variable, and
rename variable. The prior performance features group includes
9 features: total time spent up to the current moment, total programming activities completed so far, total number of restarts so
far (as defined in 4.2), total number of trajectories belonged to each
cluster, total workspace cleared per restart so far, total number
of clusters changed so far, total cumulative final similarity so far.
These features are calculated using the cumulative sum of previous
programming activities for a particular student. Lastly, the current
activity progress features group includes 5 features: the number of
restarts in the current programming activity, current cluster, time
spent in current programming activity, is the current programming
activity successfully completed, and the final similarity percentage
of the current progression trajectory. We standardized all the features to remain consistent across different feature scales. As the
distribution of clusters is imbalanced (see 4.1), the only parameter
manually tuned was the class_weight balanced (where applicable).
The remainder of the hyperparameters were set to the default values.
In the evaluations, we used two baselines. The first baseline,
BASE Major, predicts the majority class in both of the classification
tasks. The second baseline, BASE Prev, predicts the same class in
consecutive programming activities. For TASK Cluster Change, this
means carrying over the current cluster changing behavior in the
next programming activity, and for TASK Next Cluster, this means
carrying over the current cluster in the next programming activity.
For TASK Cluster Change, as both of the classes (students who will
remain in the same cluster, and students who will not) are equally
important to predict, and for TASK Next Cluster, as all three clusters
(EQ, HP, and EC) are equally important, we have reported the F1
scores, instead of precision or recall. We calculated F1 weighted
macro (average F1 score based on support on each class) to account
for class imbalance. For all evaluations, we performed 10-fold crossvalidation, repeated 10 times (total of 100 runs for each classifier),
and reported the median F1 scores (mean values are affected by
outliers [26]).
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TASK Cluster Change: As shown in Table 4, when training
on All programming activity transitions, all classifiers outperform
(9 to 14% higher) the best baseline (BASE Prev). Examining each
programming activity transitions, we can see that it is easier to
predict the cluster change in Programming Activity 3 to 4 (19 to
27% higher than both baselines) and in Programming Activity 4 to
5 (12 to 17% higher than the best baseline), but it is more difficult to
predict cluster changes in later programming activity transitions,
specifically from Programming Activity 5 to 6 (-5 to 13% higher than
best baseline) and from Programming Activity 6 to 7 (7 to 15% higher
than best baseline). In all cases, almost all the classifiers significantly
outperform the baselines. Also, note that SVC outperforms every
other classifier in all cases.
The fact that predicting cluster changes from Programming Activity 5 to 6 is difficult is noteworthy. Looking into the programming
activity description (Table 1), Programming Activity 6 introduces
loops for the first time. It might be the case that students find this
concept hard to learn and struggle. As such, classification based on
prior knowledge is not sufficient.
TASK Next Cluster: As shown in Table 5, predicting specific
clusters (EQ, HP, and EC) is a challenging task because the three
classes are highly imbalanced. For All programming activity transitions, the F1 scores of the classifiers are ranging between 62%
(DT) to 68% (RF) whereas the Base Prev, which is the best baseline,
has a score of 64%. Improvements can be seen when predicting
clusters for Programming Activity 5 using data from Programming
Activity 4 (3 to 11% improvement over best baseline). Apart from
DT predicting clusters in Programming Activity 7, all the classifiers
perform somewhat similarly to the best baselines, if not better, in
all cases. Investigating further, we found that most of the time the
clusters are wrongly predicted as EC clusters. For example, for random forest classifiers, the HP cluster gets misclassified as EC cluster
76% of the time and EQ cluster gets misclassified as EC cluster 25%
of the time. Similar results are seen across other classifiers. This
can be explained by the fact that the classes are mostly imbalanced,
having 60% of the progression trajectories belong to the EC cluster
and only 16% belong to HP cluster. This makes the prediction of the
classifiers biased towards the EC cluster. Also note that HP cluster,
being the uncertain cluster (Figure 3), can go either way and is
predicted towards the majority class (EC cluster).
With regard to the final research question (RQ3), the two evaluations suggest that we can accurately predict students’ cluster
changing behaviors in consecutive programming activities, but predicting the exact cluster is somewhat difficult due to imbalanced
data.
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Table 5: (TASK Next Cluster) F1 weighted macro score for predicting the progression trajectory cluster (EQ, HP, or EC) of a
student in the next programming activity
Programming Activity

Base Prev

Base Major

RF

DT

LR

SVC

3 to 4
4 to 5
5 to 6
6 to 7
All

74%
50%
67%
69%
64%

75%
34%
41%
32%
45%

77%
59%
65%
68%
68%

72%
53%
65%
54%
62%

80%
61%
63%
62%
66%

76%
59%
67%
61%
65%

5

DISCUSSION

Understanding students’ progression trajectories can provide insight to guide the design of more effective adaptive learning environments. Our analysis found three generic progression trajectory
patterns when students progress through individual programming
activities in block-based programming environments. Similar patterns have also been seen in earlier studies across different programming environments [22, 23, 39], but unlike this work, these
studies found student-specific patterns, rather than their behavior in individual programming activities. However, our findings
echo the findings of previous studies. For example, students who
primarily belong to the EQ cluster (giving up early without spending much time or effort) across multiple programming activities
would likely be identified as stoppers or quitters whereas students
who primarily belong to the HP cluster (spent significantly more
time to trying to solve a programming activity) across multiple
programming activities would likely be identified as tinkerers or approachers. Similarly, student progression trajectories that primarily
belong to the EC cluster could be identified as movers, knowers, or
solvers. Overall, these student progression trajectory clusters offer
a fine-grained understanding of student behaviors in individual
programming activities and have significant potential to improve
learning environments in future.
The analysis in this paper also shows these clusters to have
significantly different characteristics across multiple dimensions.
Their distributions across programming activities show that earlier
programming activities with lower difficulties have lower number
of progression trajectories in EQ cluster whereas later programming
activities with higher difficulties have increasingly higher number
of progression trajectories in EQ clusters. This implies that students
tend to early-quit more often as difficulty increases. Similarly, student progression trajectories in the HP cluster show significantly
more hint requests and restarts. Thus, students primarily belonging
to the HP cluster across multiple programming activities (HP Major)
are more persistent in the learning process and their outcomes are
reflected by their positive changes in distributions for pre-test and
post-test scores. As such, it can be seen that difficult activities need
better support or timely motivation to reduce early quitting while
ensuring higher persistence for better learning outcomes.
Thus, predicting these clusters early for individual students can
inform the design of adaptive support in learning environments.
For example, by identifying a student who will change their current
behavior in the upcoming activity, the environment can adapt its
support system to provide more or less student-adaptive hints or
feedback accordingly. Environments can also utilize these predictive
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future behavior patterns to motivate students to increase their
engagement or to discourage early quitting.

6

CONCLUSION

Student modeling for block-based programming environments can
inform student-adaptive learning experiences with feedback and
guidance that is tailored to individual students to help them master programming concepts. However, devising student models for
block-based programming poses significant challenges because students can pursue a multiplicity of paths to solutions. To address
these issues, we have introduced progression trajectory-based student models for novice block-based programming environments.
Progression trajectory-based student models utilize a time-series
representation that employs code analysis to incrementally compare
the intermediate programming steps of students’ evolving programs
to expert programs. We investigated progression trajectory-based
student models with student programming interactions in an introductory college-level computer science course. Analysis of the
models found that 1) there are three distinct patterns among such
trajectories, Early Quitting (EQ), High Persistence (HP), and Efficient
Completion (EC), which exhibit significantly different characteristics across multiple dimensions, and 2) the models can be used to
accurately predict learning behaviors.
The results suggest several promising directions for future work.
First, it will be important to consider different embeddings techniques of intermediate code states. For example, vector-based embeddings of the intermediate code states can reflect more granular and structured understanding of students’ program evolution.
Second, future work should investigate approaches to further improving the predictability of next programming activity patterns
by considering different feature sets including incoming knowledge, perceived skills, and program code. To this end, devising
feature extraction techniques appears promising. Third, it will be
instructive to investigate integrating trajectory-based student models into adaptive learning environments to understand how they
can most effectively contribute to student-adaptivity to improve
student learning.
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